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How to Add and Use Widgets in WordPress
Last updated on Februar 14th, 2019 b Editorial taff

Beginner users often ask us what are widgets and how to use widgets in

WordPress. Widgets allow ou to add different functionalit and features to

our WordPress sidebars without writing an code. In this article, we will show

ou how to add and use Widgets in WordPress along with sharing Widget

examples.
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What are Widgets? Wh You Need to Use Widgets in

WordPress?

Widgets are tin blocks of specific functionalit that ou can place in our

WordPress sidebars (also known as widget-read-areas). For beginners, this is

an eas wa to add things like galleries, quotes, popular posts, facebook like

boxes, and other dnamic items on their WordPress site.

Widgets can be found on Appearance » Widgets page in our WordPress

admin area.

You will see the widgets that ou can add under the list of available widgets.

On our right hand, ou will find the designated areas on our WordPress site

where ou can place these widgets. These designated areas are defined b

our WordPress theme. The are called sidebars or widget-read areas.

If ou don’t see a specific widget ou’re looking for, then it can likel be added

with a plugin (more on this later).
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Adding Widget to a idebar in WordPress

There are multiple was to add widgets to sidebars available in our

WordPress theme. The easiest one is to simpl drag and drop them to our

sidebar.

You can also click on a widget title from the list of available widget. WordPress

will show ou the list of sidebars where ou can add this widget.

impl select the sidebar where ou want to add the widget, and then click on

Add widget button to add it.

There is also an accessibilit mode for users who need it. To enable

accessibilit mode, ou need to click on the creen Options button at the top

right corner of the screen.
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It will displa a fl down menu with a link to enable accessibilit mode for

widgets screen. Clicking on it will change the user interface of the widgets

screen.

Each available widget will now have a simple ‘Add’ button. clicking on the

button will take ou to an accessible screen where ou can easil select the

sidebar.

For detailed instructions see our guide on how to add WordPress widgets in

accessibilit mode.

The widgets page is not the onl wa to add widgets to our WordPress site.

You can also add widgets using the live preview b visiting Appearance »

Customize.
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It’s important to note that not all of our widget-read areas and sidebars will

appear in the customizer. This is wh we recommend using the Appearance »

Widgets screen to add widgets in WordPress.

How to Remove a Widget in WordPress?

Removing a widget in WordPress is just as simple as adding them. Visit the

Appearance » Widgets page.

Look for the widget that ou want to remove in our sidebars and click on the

widget title to expand it.

Below the widget settings, ou will find the link to delete the widget. Deleting

a widget will remove it from our sidebar and will also delete widget settings

like title or an options that ou selected.

ome widgets are too simple and don’t have man options in their settings

while others have man options and settings. If ou would like to remove a

widget without losing the settings, then ou need to drag and drop it to the

inactive widgets section.
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Deleting or sending a widget to inactive widgets does not remove it from the

list of available widgets. You can alwas add a widget again from the list of

available widgets or inactive widgets.

What Kind of Widgets are Available for WordPress?

A default WordPress installation comes with some built-in widgets like recent

posts, recent comments, archives, search, etc.

Man WordPress themes and plugins come with their own plugins.

For example, Envira Galler plugin allows ou to create beautiful image

galleries in our WordPress posts and pages. But it also comes with an Envira

Galler widget, which ou can add to a sidebar to displa image galleries in

WordPress.

imilarl, countless other themes and plugins add widgets, so their users can

add things to their WordPress sidebars without writing an code or html.

There are hundreds of WordPress plugins that just add widgets for ou to use
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in our sidebar. ee our list of the 25 most useful WordPress widgets for our

site.

What Else You Can do With WordPress Widgets?

Widgets are an incredibl powerful and flexible tool in WordPress. WordPress

developers have been using them in man innovative was.

As a WordPress site owner, ou can take advantage of that to add almost

anthing imaginable to our WordPress site. Get started with our 12 WordPress

sidebar tricks to get maximum results.

If ou are comfortable with code, then ou ma want to learn how to create a

custom WordPress widget of our own.

That’s all, we hope this article helped ou learn how to add and use widgets in

WordPress. You ma also want to see our guide on how to displa different

sidebar for each post and page in WordPress.

If ou liked this article, then please subscribe to our YouTube Channel for

WordPress video tutorials. You can also find us on Twitter and Facebook.
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